Synopsis:
When a man finds himself in bed with his dream girl, his
perversions force him to make the ultimate decision and confront a
messy past.
Director Statement:
For this film, I've recounted the many regrettable, consequential
bedroom conversations we've all had with a new partner. It’s really
a timeless phenomenon. What skeletons lurk in your closet, and
what happens when they break out? I took these racing thoughts
and feelings of vulnerability to a heightened, comical extreme in
Pantyboy. We built the situational comedy around creating drama
and having the actors play the ridiculous story straight as the world soon expands. This makes
the film a fun ride that will entertain comedy fans and disturb just about everyone else!

BIOS

Alex Szabo - Writer / Director

Alex Szabo began filmmaking at an early age, editing together fun creative shorts. He
attended Columbia College Chicago, wrote ads for The Tribune Media Company and
dabbled in radio before relocating to Los Angeles. Working primarily as an editor,
Szabo has worked for Lifetime, Youtube Red, and on independent films, including
resuscitating the previously-shelved David O. Russell feature, “Accidental Love”. When
he’s not writing and editing, you can see him performing improv comedy around the
city.

Miles Mueller - Producer

Miles Mueller has always loved making things, especially music and films. After
winning a filmmaking contest as a teenager, he realized it was something he could
pursue professionally. He went on to study Film & Video at Drexel University and
began writing, directing and producing music videos and an award-winning short
(“Buddies”, Audience Favorite Award & Best Writing at the Five Day Film Festival).
He made his way to Los Angeles, working as a production coordinator while
continuing to make his own projects and foster others’. He splits the rest of his time in
environmental activism and playing in his band, KOALAS.
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Contact Info:
Miles Mueller - milesmmueller@gmail.com - 973.809.9056
Alex Szabo - alexszabo@gmail.com - 847.533.4640

